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Tobias seidl, Führerpersönlichkeiten: Deutungen und Interpretationen
deutscher Wehrmachtgeneräle in britischer Kriegsgefangenschaft (Pader -
born: Ferdinand schöningh, 2012), 214 pp. isbN 978 3 506 77382 1.
€34.90

among the millions of words spoken by German prisoners of war
and surreptitiously recorded and transcribed in 1939–45 by british
intelligence was the lament that ‘Twenty Germans have twenty-one
different opinions’. Tobias seidel’s monograph on the evolving atti-
tudes and views of seventeen German general officers between May
1943 and May 1944 seeks to confirm that quasi-proverbial insight.
britain’s Combined services detailed interrogation Centre (CsdiC)
provided hospitable surroundings at  Trent Park mansion in north-
east london; ample food, drink, and newspapers; and access to bbC
and German broadcasts. in return, the apparently unwitting officers
talked—for hidden microphones. The resulting transcripts from this
and similar british camps amounted to roughly 25,000 pages over the
course of the war, and have been collected, retyped as machine-read-
able text, coded in a complex database, and analysed by a research
team led by sönke Neitzel and Harald Welzer. Numerous publica-
tions have resulted, most notably Neitzel’s Tapping Hitler’s Generals:
Tran scripts of Secret Conversations, 1942–1945 (2007; German edn.
2005) and Neitzel and Welzer, Soldaten: On Fighting, Killing, and
Dying. The Secret World War II Tapes of German POWs (2012; German
edn. 2011).

seidl’s part in this enterprise, as set forth in his introduction, is to
analyse the recorded remarks of the 1942–3 North african cohort of
senior prisoners of war, in order to discern the extent to which Wehr -
macht general officers shared a common mentality. He sees his work
as a challenge to ‘older generalizing descriptions of the attitudes and
views of German generals in the second World War’, which ostensi-
bly suggest that they shared similar degrees of ideological commit-
ment (p. 148). and the CsdiC transcripts indeed suggest that seidl’s
subjects entertained a variety of views on numerous topics—includ-
ing reverence for, or abhorrence of, adolf Hitler. but as seidl con-
cedes, his sample of ‘Führer-personalities’ is too narrow to permit
valid statistical conclusions about the mentality of German general
officers as a class. Nor do we know what criteria governed the
CsdiC‘s choice of dialogue snippets to record and transcribe; seidl’s
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evidence base and that of the wider transcript project is thus skewed
in unknown ways, limiting the interpretive weight that it can bear.
Yet he nevertheless insists repeatedly that his seventeen officers
show the full ‘bandwidth’ and, by implication, the distribution of
views held by German generals (pp. 26, 82, 142).

seidl’s presentation falls into two principal sections. He first sur-
veys remarks from the entire group on six topics: Germany’s allies
and enemies; the military effectiveness of the Wehrmacht and of its
personnel; the second World War; what it meant to be a German offi-
cer; the character of National socialism and of its leadership; and the
outlook for the future. He spices the text with quotations from the
transcripts that are often striking, despite the familiarity of most of
his cast of characters from Neitzel’s Tapping Hitler’s Generals. seidl’s
analysis would nevertheless on occasion have gained in vividness
and evidentiary efficacy had he been more specific about the identi-
ty of those holding particular opinions.

His second part, by contrast, provides close scrutiny of the views
on his chosen topics of five significant individuals, around whom he
has constructed a typology: true believers; duty-bound obsessives;
the undecided; the converted (to opposition in captivity); and con-
vinced opponents of National socialism. seidl’s five characters, in
typological order, are General ludwig Crüwell (commander, Afrika -
korps, september 1941–May 1942); Generaloberst Hans-Jürgen von
arnim (commander, 5th Panzer army, then army Group africa, de -
cem ber 1942–May 1943); General Hans Cramer (commander, Afrika -
korps, March–May 1943); Generalmajor of the Luftwaffe Gerhard
bassenge (Luftwaffe ground commander, Tunisia); and General
Wilhelm Ritter von Thoma (commander, Afrikakorps, september–
october 1942, and one of the army’s foremost tank warfare experts). 

agreement between the generals included a ‘surprisingly posi-
tive’ view of the british and to a lesser extent the americans, despite
scorn for the Western powers’ tactical and operational timidity and
awkwardness in ground combat (pp. 37–8, 40, 86, 97). The Russian
army’s superior fighting power, staying power, organizational skill,
and operational brilliance (‘Manstein could not have done it better’,
p. 41) attracted praise; some officers also noted the resilience and
achievements of the soviet regime (p. 42). but the group viewed allies
and racial enemies with less indulgence. The italians were ‘charming
people . . . but absolutely the worst soldiers to be found in europe’ (p.
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35). The ‘Japse’ were targets of racist comment (p. 37). and seidl
soberly reports the wholly unsurprising finding that ‘a fundamental-
ly positive assessment of the Jews is not to be found in the Trent Park
dialogues’ (p. 45). some group members accepted the Endlösung ‘sub-
liminally’ (pp. 73–4); others viewed National socialist methods as
damaging to Germany’s reputation and/or shocking in ‘extent, bru-
tality, and mechanization’ (p. 60). Virtually all nevertheless favoured
segregation or ‘elimination (Ausschaltung)’ from europe as appropri-
ate responses to the purported cosmic malevolence and global hege-
monic designs of ‘the international Jew’ (pp. 45–6, and arnim, p. 98).
seidl notes that this anti-semitic mindset did not necessarily comport
a positive view of National socialism, and had evidently been ab -
sorbed long before 1933 (p. 46)—no novelty to those familiar with the
history of the Prusso-German officer corps.

The generals prized the German soldier’s ostensible ‘loyalty,
sense of duty, toughness verging on cruelty (Härte), eagerness for
combat (Einsatzbereitschaft)’, and thus man-for-man superiority over
all opponents (p. 47). by contrast they blamed Germany’s supreme
leadership for the cardinal strategic error that had purportedly cost
Germany an otherwise assured general victory: ‘england [sic] should
have been defeated before the attack on the soviet Union’ (p. 102; pp.
51–2, 112, 122). but in reality Germany had lacked the forces and
operational concepts required to defeat britain, even in an attritional
air–sea duel lasting for years. and seidl likewise passes over in
silence a consideration far beyond the generals’ blinkered strategic
horizon: Franklin delano Roosevelt’s unprecedented third term re-
election in November 1940, which guaranteed that Germany would
soon face the full military–economic might of the United states.

The generals’ views of the officer corps, and of their own roles,
gravitated around two issues: the generational and ideological split
between senior and junior officers; and their own historically un -
precedented sworn duty of ‘unconditional obedience’ to ‘the Führer
of the German Reich and people, adolf Hitler’. The conviction that
‘the young officers are all slaves of the system’ (p. 61; pp. 49–50, 74)
was widespread, an unsurprising notion amply demonstrated by the
miserable failure of the July 1944 coup d’état. but seidl mentions only
fleetingly (pp. 58–9) a further sharp, if most secret, divide that bore
heavily on the obsequious acceptance of servitude throughout the
commanding heights. Field marshals and Generaloberste—including
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Hans-Jürgen von arnim, both before and during his captivity—
received from Hitler in person lavish tax-free salary supplements,
and in many cases sumptuous ‘birthday presents’ of cash and coun-
try estates.

The oath was indeed much on the generals’ minds; they had
patently violated Hitler’s order to defend Tunisia to the last car-
tridge. Yet seidl inexplicably suggests that the august 1934 oath to
Hitler’s person was similar to that in ‘all modern regular armies’ (p.
56). He seems unaware that of Germany’s three major opponents,
only the british vowed loyalty—not ‘unconditional obedience’—to
an individual, and that the americans pledged, as they still do, ‘to
support and defend the Constitution of the United states against all
enemies, foreign or domestic’. Nor does seidl mention the sad fates
of the generals’ preceding oaths to the Kaiser and to the Weimar con-
stitution, and lets pass without comment bassenge’s Freudian slip or
judicious amnesia: ‘The oath came in ’33, when Hindenburg was still
there’ (p. 116). Perhaps that made it seem all right in retrospect, but
in reality the armed forces high command itself drafted the oath to
Hitler as Hindenburg lay dying, and immediately following the mur-
ders, using army weapons and support, of the sa leaders, of the evi-
dently dispensable Generals Kurt von schleicher and Ferdinand von
bredow, and of the Chancellor of austria, engelbert dollfuss, victim
of the Vienna Putsch of 25 July 1934. Perhaps ambition, criminal com-
plicity, and bribery of the higher echelons explain faithfulness to
Hitler more parsimoniously and credibly than the purported moral
binding force of the oath. its most conspicuous function, both before
and after 1945, was to veil the officer corps’ shared responsibility for
national catastrophe in an aura of honourable conduct.

Many of the generals indeed perceived a dark future: ‘everything
[will] fall to pieces unless there’s a miracle’ (p. 69). some took a decid-
edly negative view of the National socialist Party, except for its role
in the hated and despised Weimar Republic (p. 65). Hitler himself
polarized opinion; Thoma and several others judged him a lunatic
whose megalomaniacal ambition, imperviousness to advice, and
overestimation of his own military talent was leading Germany to
catastrophe (pp. 52, 78, 135). but the generals comforted themselves
with notions almost as delusional as those of their Führer: regime
change in Germany might lead swiftly to an anglo-German coalition
against soviet Russia, and ‘england’ and the United states might fall



out, opening the road to an anglo-German alliance against the Usa
(pp. 39–40). 

seidl sometimes suffers from lack of contextual awareness. He
expresses puzzlement (pp. 75–6) that the generals recognized areas of
military judgement in which ‘unconditional obedience’ played only a
relative role. Yet such notions were anything but singular; they were
a fundamental feature of Prusso-German military culture, derived
from the army’s mission tactics (Auftragstaktik) tradition, and well
expressed by Hans Cramer: the oath merely required ‘common-sense
interpretation and execution of orders’ (p. 107). even flagrant but
successful disobedience—in seeming direct violation of the oath—
had an honoured place, as the May 1940 dash from the Meuse to the
Channel demonstrated. 

seidl’s efforts to confirm what appears to be his principal thesis,
the alleged lack of homogeneity of views among Wehrmacht general
officers, are sometimes strained. He claims to have ‘refuted’ on at
least two occasions (pp. 80, 73; p. 172 nn. 544, 523) ‘current research
(die Forschung)’, to which he ascribes the views that Afrikakorps pris-
oners were ‘deeply committed to Ns ideology’ and that German
troops invariably accepted the National socialist characterization of
the soviets as sub-human. in the first case, seidl cites a passage from
Renate Held’s Kriegsgefangenschaft in Großbritannien,1 a detailed mono -
graph not on German attitudes but on british policy that merely de -
scribes in passing a report by britain’s Political Warfare executive
referring to Afrikakorps prisoners in their entirety, not to officers or
commanding generals. in the second case, seidl cites work equally
tangential to the issue posed: an essay, largely unconcerned with atti-
tudes toward the Russians, by Thomas Kühne on the decisive impor-
tance of the ‘myth of Kameradschaft’ as the key to German combat-
unit cohesion. 

seidl concedes in his conclusion that the generals’ generational
position and shared experiences help explain some similarities of
attitude: all had been born between 1888 and 1899, had joined the
imperial German army as regular officers or officer candidates, and
had served in the First World War. The routines, hierarchy, and selec-
tive recruitment and promotion systems of the army itself presum-
ably further reinforced a ‘consensus in particular attitudes, interpre-
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1 Renate Held, Kriegsgefangenschaft in Großbritannien: Deutsche Soldaten des
Zweiten Weltkriegs in britischem Gewahrsam (Munich, 2008).



tive patterns, and opinions’ (p. 150). but seidl’s evidence hardly sub-
stantiates his claim (p. 144) that individual background did not mat-
ter: ‘neither ancestry, membership in a particular milieu, religion,
training, nor career path are reliable predictors of the officers’ views
(Deutungen)’. all except two of the sample of seventeen began their
careers in the Prussian army, but the two exceptions —the bavarians
Georg Neuffer and Wilhelm Ritter von Thoma—were conspicuous
for their independence of mind. and of the three mentioned as hav-
ing attended university—Crüwell, bassenge, and Thoma—the last
two proved hostile to the regime. Thoma in particular had fought in
the West, east, and balkans in the First World War, until finally taken
prisoner by an american unit in the July 1918 soissons fighting. He
had subsequently studied history, geography, and economics, had
travelled widely, had taken part in the suppression of the beer Hall
Putsch in 1923, had commanded the German ground forces in spain
in 1937–9, and had fought in Poland and soviet Russia. His superior-
ity of insight over his fellows clearly derived in part from a range of
knowledge and experience far broader than theirs. in this and other
respects, Führerpersönlichkeiten would have benefited from greater
understanding of context, additional biographical investigation, and
a touch more interpretive imagination.
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